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Back to Top of Page. “The Iliad“ (Gr: “Iliás“ ) is an epic poem by the ancient Greek poet Homer, which recounts some of the significant events of the final weeks of the Trojan War and the Greek siege of the city of Troy (which was also known as Ilion, Ilios or Ilium in ancient times). Written in the mid-8th Century BCE, “The
Iliad” is usually considered to be the earliest work in the whole Western literary tradition, and one of the best known and loved stories of all time.
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Homer. The Iliad with an English Translation by A.T. Murray, Ph.D. in two volumes. Cambridge, MA., Harvard University Press; London, William Heinemann, Ltd. 1924. The Annenberg CPB/Project provided support for entering this text. Purchase a copy of this text (not necessarily the same edition) from Amazon.com
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Craig Berry and Bill Parod, technical editors The Chicago Homer is a multilingual database that uses the search and display capabilities of electronic texts to make the distinctive features of Early Greek epic accessible to readers with and without Greek. Except for fragments, it contains all the texts of these poems in the original
Greek.
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The Homer Multitext project seeks to present the Homeric Iliad and Odyssey in a critical framework that accounts for the fact that these poems were composed orally over the course of hundreds, if not thousands of years by countless singers who composed in performance. The evolution and the resulting multiformity of the
textual tradition, reflected in the many surviving texts of Homer, must be understood in its many different historical contexts.
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Other Matters. Describe the problem (s) you encountered: If you are agreeable to our contacting you to clarify this problem or to tell you about its solution, please enter contact information (such as an e-mail address) below. The Chicago Homer. Last updated: 6 June, 2003.
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The Venetus A (Marciana 454 = 822) The manuscript Marcianus Graecus Z. 454 (= 822), known to Homeric scholars as the Venetus A, is the oldest complete text of the Iliad in existence. It was acquired by the Greek Cardinal Basileus Bessarion in the 15th century CE and donated together with his entire collection of Greek
manuscripts to the Republic of Venice, thereby forming the Marciana library’s initial collection.
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The Homer Multitext project seeks to present the textual transmission of the Iliad and Odyssey in a historical framework. Such a framework is needed to account for the full reality of a complex medium of oral performance that underwent many changes over a long period of time.
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Welcome to ILIAD, an EU-funded research project on Intra-Logistics with Integrated Automatic Deployment for safe and scalable fleets in shared spaces. Abstract Today, intralogistic services have to respond quickly to changing market needs, unforeseeable trends and shorter product life cycles.
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A list of poems by Homer Little is known about the life of Homer, the author credited with composing The Iliad and The Odyssey who is arguably the greatest poet of the ancient world. - The Academy of American Poets is the largest membership-based nonprofit organization fostering an appreciation for contemporary poetry and
supporting American poets.
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The Iliad is the oldest surviving work of Greek literature. It was an oral epic poem. People spoke it without reading it. It was written down in the 8th century BC. It is an epic poem with 24 chapters written in hexameter. The poem includes early Greek myths and legends. It may have been based on a Bronze Age attack on the city
Troy. People usually say that Homer wrote the Iliad. However, scholars are not sure if the poem was really written by just one person. The story happens during the Trojan
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